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Special Situation
The Silver Lining in Munis

HIGHLIGHTS

• An opportune
time to be both
cautious…and
opportunistic

2012 was a banner year across the spectrum of
fixed-income. Corporate bond issuance hit a
record, inflows remained substantial and yields
compressed, all perpetuating what has now been a
multi-year bond bull. The Federal Reserve kept
throwing its seemingly unlimited balance sheet at
interest rates, the European Central Bank is feeling
expansive and hope that the Bank of Japan follows
suit induced a year-end rally. Treasuries, Munis,
Mortgages, Emerging Market debt: they’re all
thriving in this environment. As for Investmentgrade and High Yield Corporate bonds, the Wall
Street Journal’s December 26 Heard on the Street
column opened: “Anyone could be a corporate bond trader in 2012.”

• Can Washington
resist the urge to
raid Muniland?

• Regardless, we
see a window
opening for
patient Muni
investors

It’s an opportune time to be cautious. There is yet no lasting resolution to the country’s budget and
debt-ceiling woes. The Securities and Exchange Commission chimed in to warn investors to be
more vigilant about credit quality in municipal bonds. As interest rates continue to hover around
historical lows, the margin for error is diminished and the bond market’s prolonged calm is all the
more vulnerable.
But it’s also an opportune time to be prudently bold. The good news is that volatility and dislocation
potentially opens tactical windows for our clients. It pays to be nimble: for the year, our three ETF
strategies, Muni, Taxable and Blend, have outperformed their respective benchmarks by an
average of 1.75 percentage points before fees, or more than what a 10-year Treasury presently
yields.
The strategic calculus chiefly comes down to how Washington ultimately tries to extricate itself
(relatively speaking) from a budget mess of its own creation. While tax rates have been put to bed
with the over-year-end deal, broader tax reform remains unfinished business in the debates ahead.
In the race for additional revenue, one issue that may emerge is to what extent will lawmakers
disrupt the preferential tax treatment of Munis? This is a battle that has been waged for more than
a century. In 1895, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the federal government had no Constitutional
power to tax the interest on municipal bonds; the Revenue Act of 1913 codified that exemption. But
25 years ago, in South Carolina v Baker, the Supreme Court stated that Congress could in fact tax
municipal interest income if it so desired.
Can Washington resist the urge to raid Muniland?	
  
The much heralded and broadly ignored Simpson-Bowles plan proposed the elimination of the
exemption on Municipal interest. As dust continues to gather on Simpson-Bowles, President
Obama’s proposal of a 28% cap on all deductions is the only current proposal that expressly
mentions municipal bond interest.
“We see a real possibility of changes to tax treatment of Munis,” says Caprin managing director
Scott Eldridge. He says some of the tax risk may be priced into recent Muni underperformance, as
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there is a mathematical impact on how much less a Muni bond would be worth to a top earner, with
after-tax cash flows lower for an entire subset of Muni holders.
Congress’s stop-gap solution calls for tax rates on the top income earners to revert back to 39.6%,
plus a 3.8% Medicare surtax, for a combined rate of 43.4%. This would create an effective tax rate
on municipal interest income of 15.4% (assuming Obama’s proposed 28% cap: 43.4% - 28%) for
the highest earners on both new and existing bond issues.

“We see a real

The effective tax on municipal income will likely be calculated based on coupon income, not
purchase yield and will likely be retroactive. For existing holdings this means the present value of
cash flows will be diminished more for longer-dated and higher coupon bonds.

possibility of
changes to tax
treatment of
Munis.”

Corporate
Bonds

Equity
Dividends

Muni Bonds

Current Tax
Rate

35%

15%

0%

Proposed
Scenarios

38.8% to 43.4%

20% to 43.5%

15.4%

Where opportunity could knock:
If the 28% deductions cap is to ultimately include Muni interest, the Municipal Tax Advantage will
still remain intact, even if it’s somewhat diminished. On an after-tax basis, all but the shortest,
highest-rated Municipals would offer relative value vs. comparably rated Corporates, based on
current yields in both tax scenarios.
Much of the tax risk may already be priced into the Muni market vs. corporate alternatives. Lowerrated, longer-maturity Munis offer the most relative value. Assuming coupon interest is used to
calculate tax liability, existing positions with lower coupons and shorter maturities will be less
affected. And present bond cash flows could be assigned a higher value by future investors.
Depending on the level of the highest tax bracket with a 28% deductions cap, we would anticipate a
theoretical correction to the market of approximately 1-2% based on the percentage of holders
affected.
“We would not be surprised to see Munis temporarily fall out of favor and a market overreaction
that exceeds the mathematical impact of any change in tax treatment,” says Caprin vice president
and trader Peyton Studebaker. “All else equal, we would likely view such overreaction as a buying
opportunity.”
In the meantime, this is how we are positioning across strategies:
Intermediate Municipal
We’re focused on both recent challenges to liquidity and tax treatment, with the lack of clarity on
the latter potentially having the greatest impact. Muni market liquidity hit a dry spell to close the
year, with dealers feeling bloated from November’s unusually heavy supply. We expect to see
markets free back up with January reinvestment of cash flows. In the present pocket of illiquidity,
where forced selling can take hold, it’s great to be a buyer of paper at relative values that we
haven’t seen in a while.
Our strategy remains largely unchanged, prudently seeking out yield-enhancing opportunities while
preserving portfolio quality and liquidity characteristics. In recent weeks, we have found occasional
offerings in the housing sector with attractive yield and total return potential. We retain a duration
bias slightly long of neutral, driven by the Fed’s stance on accommodation and Fiscal Cliff
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outcomes that may further hinder an already limping recovery. With the primary (new issue) market
light through the holiday, our traders have been focused on the secondary market as we look to get
cash to work.

“We would not be
surprised to see
Munis temporarily
fall out of favor and
a market

Short Maturity: Municipal and Taxable
Short-maturity strategies seem to provide what investors are chiefly craving right now, lower
volatility. Whether it’s Fiscal Cliff concerns, uncertain tax treatment of Muni’s, or general macro
economic concerns, Caprin short maturity strategies seek to provide cover in a volatile market, with
better income and returns over cash. As with our intermediate strategies, we’re using market
weakness to enhance yield responsibly.
Consistent with other strategies, our duration and average maturity bias remains slightly long.
Housing, hospital, and power sectors continue to provide additional yield to portfolios.
Intermediate Taxable

overreaction that
exceeds the
mathematical
impact of any
change in tax
treatment. All else
equal, we would

We’re studying and breaking down exposure to Build-America Bonds, a subset of Taxable Munis
whose fortunes could be especially vulnerable to aggressive refinancing by states and cities. If the
now-delayed sequester impacts Washington’s BAB subsidies, holders of BABs trading at nice
premiums could see bonds get called by the issuing entities. We’re being extra-mindful of what we
buy, sell and hold here.
While aware of BAB issues that are particularly vulnerable to a negative outcome, we continue to
view Taxable Munis as an attractive income and return vehicle for accounts, as we look to hold
through some potential volatility. We would view any market over-correction as a buying
opportunity.
Duration remains slightly long of neutral. We are still weighted heavily to Corporate Bonds, but we
are sorting out Fiscal Cliff and debt ceiling fallout before taking on incremental risk through
extending maturities or diving into higher yielding offerings. We may find better relative value for
longer maturities in the weeks ahead.

likely view such
Managed ETF

overreaction as a
buying
opportunity.”

With so many Cliff known-unknowns and unknown-unknowns – to quote Donald Rumsfeld– we’re
not inclined to speculate excessively on how the dysfunction in DC will play out. As we finalize this
post, markets are sighing relief about taxes, unemployment benefits, etc. But it is only a matter of
days before the DC spending cut and debt ceiling skirmishes dominate headlines and drive market
sentiment.
With that said, our ETF strategies have owned some high-yield on the premise that a favorable Fed
will continue to support valuations in this sector. On the defensive front, we have also maintained
some international exposure, as we seek to diversify away from any pressure on the dollar that
may be building as Washington fiddles. All in all these are measured exposures embedded in
middle-of-the-road strategies tuned to the current investment landscape.
Yes, we’re opportunistic. But we also know when our value metrics are the strongest and when
they are tempered.	
  	
  	
  

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying
degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or
product made reference to directly or indirectly in this piece, will be profitable , equal any corresponding indicated historical
performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions , the content
may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion of
information contained in this piece serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized advice from Caprin Asset
Management. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability to their situation of any specific issue
discussed above, they are encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of their choosing. A copy of our current written
disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for review upon request.

